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QUESTION 1

A company wants to create a data repository in the AWS Cloud for machine learning (ML) projects. The company wants
to use AWS to perform complete ML lifecycles and wants to use Amazon S3 for the data storage. All of the company\\'s 

data currently resides on premises and is 40 ?? in size. 

The company wants a solution that can transfer and automatically update data between the on-premises object storage
and Amazon S3. The solution must support encryption, scheduling, monitoring, and data integrity validation. 

Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Use the S3 sync command to compare the source S3 bucket and the destination S3 bucket. Determine which source
files do not exist in the destination S3 bucket and which source files were modified. 

B. Use AWS Transfer for FTPS to transfer the files from the on-premises storage to Amazon S3. 

C. Use AWS DataSync to make an initial copy of the entire dataset. Schedule subsequent incremental transfers of
changing data until the final cutover from on premises to AWS. 

D. Use S3 Batch Operations to pull data periodically from the on-premises storage. Enable S3 Versioning on the S3
bucket to protect against accidental overwrites. 

Correct Answer: C 

Configure DataSync to make an initial copy of your entire dataset, and schedule subsequent incremental transfers of
changing data until the final cut-over from on-premises to AWS. Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/datasync/faqs/ 

 

QUESTION 2

A manufacturer of car engines collects data from cars as they are being driven. The data collected includes timestamp,
engine temperature, rotations per minute (RPM), and other sensor readings. The company wants to predict when an
engine is going to have a problem, so it can notify drivers in advance to get engine maintenance. The engine data is
loaded into a data lake for training. 

Which is the MOST suitable predictive model that can be deployed into production? 

A. Add labels over time to indicate which engine faults occur at what time in the future to turn this into a supervised
learning problem Use a recurrent neural network (RNN) to train the model to recognize when an engine might need
maintenance for a certain fault. 

B. This data requires an unsupervised learning algorithm Use Amazon SageMaker k-means to cluster the data 

C. Add labels over time to indicate which engine faults occur at what time in the future to turn this into a supervised
learning problem Use a convolutional neural network (CNN) to train the model to recognize when an engine might need
maintenance for a certain fault. 

D. This data is already formulated as a time series Use Amazon SageMaker seq2seq to model the time series. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

An Amazon SageMaker notebook instance is launched into Amazon VPC The SageMaker notebook references data
contained in an Amazon S3 bucket in another account The bucket is encrypted using SSE-KMS The instance returns an
access denied error when trying to access data in Amazon S3. 

Which of the following are required to access the bucket and avoid the access denied error? (Select THREE ) 

A. An AWS KMS key policy that allows access to the customer master key (CMK) 

B. A SageMaker notebook security group that allows access to Amazon S3 

C. An 1AM role that allows access to the specific S3 bucket 

D. A permissive S3 bucket policy 

E. An S3 bucket owner that matches the notebook owner 

F. A SegaMaker notebook subnet ACL that allow traffic to Amazon S3. 

Correct Answer: ACF 

 

QUESTION 4

A machine learning specialist works for a fruit processing company and needs to build a system that categorizes apples
into three types. The specialist has collected a dataset that contains 150 images for each type of apple and applied
transfer learning on a neural network that was pretrained on ImageNet with this dataset. 

The company requires at least 85% accuracy to make use of the model. 

After an exhaustive grid search, the optimal hyperparameters produced the following: 

1.

 68% accuracy on the training set 

2.

 67% accuracy on the validation set 

What can the machine learning specialist do to improve the system\\'s accuracy? 

A. Upload the model to an Amazon SageMaker notebook instance and use the Amazon SageMaker HPO feature to
optimize the model\\'s hyperparameters. 

B. Add more data to the training set and retrain the model using transfer learning to reduce the bias. 

C. Use a neural network model with more layers that are pretrained on ImageNet and apply transfer learning to increase
the variance. 

D. Train a new model using the current neural network architecture. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 5

A machine learning (ML) specialist is administering a production Amazon SageMaker endpoint with model monitoring
configured. Amazon SageMaker Model Monitor detects violations on the SageMaker endpoint, so the ML specialist
retrains the model with the latest dataset. This dataset is statistically representative of the current production traffic. The
ML specialist notices that even after deploying the new SageMaker model and running the first monitoring job, the
SageMaker endpoint still has violations. 

What should the ML specialist do to resolve the violations? 

A. Manually trigger the monitoring job to re-evaluate the SageMaker endpoint traffic sample. 

B. Run the Model Monitor baseline job again on the new training set. Configure Model Monitor to use the new baseline. 

C. Delete the endpoint and recreate it with the original configuration. 

D. Retrain the model again by using a combination of the original training set and the new training set. 

Correct Answer: B 
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